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Abstract
Inspired by a similar analysis for the vacuum conformal Einstein field equations by Paetz
[Ann. H. Poincare´ 16, 2059 (2015)], in this article we show how to construct a system of
quasilinear wave equations for the geometric fields associated to the conformal Einstein field
equations coupled to matter models whose energy-momentum tensor has vanishing trace.
In this case, the equation of conservation for the energy-momentum tensor is conformally
invariant. Our analysis includes the construction of a subsidiary evolution which allows to
prove the propagation of the constraints. We discuss how the underlying structure behind
these systems of equations is the set of integrability conditions satisfied by the conformal field
equations. The main result of our analysis is that both the evolution and subsidiary equations
for the geometric part of the conformal Einstein-tracefree matter field equations close without
the need of any further assumption on the matter models other that the vanishing of the trace
of the energy-momentum tensor. Our work is supplemented by an analysis of the evolution
and subsidiary equations associated to three basic tracefree matter models: the conformally
invariant scalar field, the Maxwell field and the Yang-Mills field. As an application we provide
a global existence and stability result for de Sitter-like spacetimes. In particular, the result
for the conformally invariant scalar field is new in the literature.
1 Introduction
The conformal Einstein field equations are a conformal representation of the Einstein field equa-
tions which permit us to study the global properties of the solutions to equations of General
Relativity by means of Penrose’s procedure of conformal compactification — see e.g. [11, 18] for
an entry point to the literature on the subject. Crucially, a solution to the conformal Einstein field
equations implies a solution to the Einstein field equations away from the conformal boundary.
A key step in the analysis involving the conformal Einstein field equations is the so-called
procedure of hyperbolic reduction, in which a subset of the field equations is cast in the form of a
hyperbolic evolution system (the evolution system) for which known techniques of the theory of
partial differential equations allow us to establish well-posedness. An important ingredient in the
hyperbolic reduction is the choice of a gauge, which in the case of the conformal Einstein field
equations involves not only fixing coordinates (the coordinate gauge) but also the representative
of the conformal class of the spacetime metric (the so-called unphysical metric) to be considered
(the conformal gauge). Naturally, gauge choices should bring to the fore the physical and geo-
metric features of the setting under consideration. In order to make contact with the Einstein
field equations, the procedure of hyperbolic reduction has to be supplemented by an argument
concerning the propagation of the constraints, by means of which one identifies the conditions
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under which one can guarantee that a solution to the evolution system implies a solution to the
full system of conformal equations, independently of the gauge choice. The propagation of the
constraints involves the construction of a subsidiary evolution system describing the evolution of
the conformal field equations and of the conditions representing the gauge. The construction of
the subsidiary system requires lengthy manipulations of the equations which are underpinned by
integrability conditions inherent to the field equations.
Most of the results concerning the conformal Einstein field equations available in the literature
make use of hyperbolic reductions leading to first order symmetric hyperbolic evolution systems.
This approach works best for the frame and spinorial versions of the conformal equations. Ar-
guably, the simplest variant of the conformal Einstein field equations is given by the so-called
metric conformal Einstein field equations in which the field equations are presented in tensorial
form and the unphysical metric is determined by means of an unphysical Einstein field equa-
tion relating the Ricci tensor of the unphysical metric to the various geometric fields entering in
the conformal equations — these can be thought of as corresponding to some fictitious unphys-
ical matter. Remarkably, until recently, there was no suitable hyperbolic reduction procedure
available for this version of the conformal field equations. In [16] Paetz has obtained a satis-
factory hyperbolic procedure for the metric vacuum Einstein field equations which is based on
the construction of second order wave equations. To round up his analysis, Paetz then proceeds
to construct a system of subsidiary wave equations for tensorial fields encoding the conformal
Einstein field equations (the so-called geometric zero-quantities) showing, in this way, the propa-
gation of the constraints. The motivation behind Paetz’s approach is that the use of second order
hyperbolic equations gives access to a different part of the theory of partial differential equations
which complements the results available for first order symmetric hyperbolic systems — see e.g.
[6, 3]. Paetz’s construction of an evolution system consisting of wave equations has been adapted
to the case of the spinorial conformal Einstein field equations in [12]. In addition to its interest in
analytic considerations, the construction of wave equations for the metric conformal Einstein field
equations is also of relevance in numerical studies, as the gauge fixing procedure and the partic-
ular form of the equations is more amenable to implementation in current mainstream numerical
codes than other formulations of the conformal equations.
The purpose of the present article is twofold: first, it generalises Paetz’s construction of a
system of wave equations for the conformal Einstein field equations to the case of matter models
whose energy-momentum tensor has a vanishing trace — i.e. so-called tracefree matter. The
case of tracefree matter is of particular interest since the equation of conservation satisfied by
the energy-momentum is conformally invariant; moreover, the associated equations of motion
for the matter fields can, usually, be shown to possess good conformal properties — see [18],
Chapter 9. Second, it clarifies the inner structure of Paetz’s original construction by identifying
the integrability conditions underlying the mechanism of the propagation of the constraints. The
motivation behind this analysis is to extend the recent analysis of the construction of vacuum
anti-de Sitter-like spacetimes in [3] to the case of tracefree matter. However, we believe that the
analysis we present has an interest on its own right as it brings to the fore the subtle structure
of the metric conformal Einstein field equations.
The main results of this article can be summarised as follows:
Theorem. The geometric fields in the metric conformal Einstein field equations coupled to a
tracefree matter field satisfy a system of wave equations which is regular up to and beyond the
conformal boundary of a spacetime admitting a conformal extension. Moreover, the associated
geometric zero-quantities satisfy a (subsidiary) system of homogeneous wave equations indepen-
dently of the matter model. The subsidiary system is also regular on the conformal boundary.
The precise statements concerning the above main result are contents of Lemmas 1 and 3.
Remark 1. A remarkable property of our analysis is that it renders suitable evolution equations
for the conformal fields and the zero-quantities without having to make any assumptions on
the matter model except that it satisfies good evolution equations in the conformally rescaled
spacetime. Thus, our discussion can be regarded as a once-for-all analysis of the evolution
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equations associated to the geometric part of the metric conformal field equations valid for a wide
class of coordinate gauges prescribed in terms of the coordinate gauge source function appearing
in the generalised wave coordinate condition.
Remark 2. The homogeneity of the subsidiary system on the geometric zero-quantities is the
key structural property required to ensure the propagation of the constraints by exploiting the
uniqueness of solutions to a system of wave equations.
The approach followed to obtain our main result is based on the identification of a family of
integrability conditions associated to the metric conformal Einstein field equations. To the best
of our knowledge, these integrability conditions have not appeared elsewhere in the literature.
In our opinion this approach brings better to the fore the structural properties of the conformal
Einstein field equations and, in particular, it makes the construction of the subsidiary evolution
system more transparent than the brute force approach adopted in [16]. A similar strategy is also
adopted to study the propagation of the gauge. In particular, by setting the matter fields to zero,
our analysis provides an alternative version of the main results of [16] — the initial conditions
on the gauge required in the present analysis differ from those in [16] though. Despite offering
a more sleek approach to the construction of an evolution system for the conformal Einstein
field equations, our analysis still requires heavy computations which are best carried out in a
computer algebra system. In the present case we have made systematic use of the suite xAct for
the manipulation of tensorial expressions in Mathematica — see [15].
We supplement our general analysis of the metric conformal Einstein field equations with
an analysis of the evolution and subsidiary evolution equations of some of the tracefree matter
models more commonly used in the literature: the Maxwell field, the Yang-Mills field and the
conformally invariant scalar field. For each of these fields we construct suitably second order
wave equations for the matter fields and the associated matter zero-quantities. For the case of
the Yang-Mills field, our analysis makes no assumptions on the gauge group.
As an application of our analysis, in the final section of this article we present stability
results for the de Sitter spacetime for perturbations which include the Maxwell, Yang-Mills or
conformally invariant scalar field. Proofs of this result for the Maxwell and Yang-Mills fields
have been obtained in [9] using the spinorial version of the conformal equations and a first order
hyperbolic reduction. The stability result for the conformally invariant scalar field is, to the best
of our knowledge, new.
Overview of the article
In Section 2 we briefly summarise the key properties of the metric conformal Einstein field equa-
tions coupled to tracefree matter and their relation to the Einstein field equations. Section 3
provides the derivation of the geometric wave equations for the geometric fields appearing in the
conformal Einstein field equations. Section 4 introduces the key notion of geometric zero-quantity
and discusses the identities and integrability conditions associated to objects of this type. Section
5 provides the construction of the subsidiary evolution system for the geometric zero-quantities
used in the argument of the propagation of the constraints. This is, in principle, the most calcula-
tionally intensive part of our analysis. However, using the integrability conditions of Section 4 we
provide a streamlined presentation thereof. In Section 6 we discuss the gauge freedom inherent
in the geometric evolution systems obtained in Sections 3 and 5 and how this freedom can be
used to complete the hyperbolic reduction of the equations. Section 7 establishes the consistency
of the gauge introduced in the previous section, independently of the particular tracefree matter
model. Section 8 provides a case-by-case analysis of three prototypical tracefree matter models
— the conformally invariant scalar field (Subsection 8.1), the Maxwell field (Subsection 8.2) and
the Yang-Mills field (Subsection 8.3). The discussion for each of these matter models includes
the construction of suitable wave evolution equations and subsidiary evolution equations. Finally,
Section 9 provides an application of the analysis developed in this article to the global existence
and stability of de Sitter-like spacetimes.
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Conventions
In what follows, (M˜, g˜ab) will denote a spacetime satisfying the Einstein equations with matter
— later we will make the further assumption that the energy-momentum tensor is tracefree. The
signature of the spacetime metric is (−,+,+,+). The lowercase Latin letters a, b, c, . . . are used
as abstract spacetime indices, while Greek letters µ, ν, λ, . . . will be used as spacetime coordinate
indices. Our conventions for the curvature are
∇c∇du
a −∇d∇cu
a = Rabcdu
b.
2 The metric conformal Einstein field equations with trace-
free matter
The purpose of this section is to provide a brief overview of the basic properties of the conformal
Einstein field equations with tracefree matter. A more extended discussion of the properties of
these equations, as well as their derivation, can be found in Chapter 8 of [18].
2.1 Basic relations
In what follows let (M˜, g˜ab) denote a spacetime satisfying the Einstein field equations with matter
R˜ab −
1
2 R˜g˜ab + λg˜ab = T˜ab, (1)
where R˜ab and R˜ denote, respectively, the Ricci tensor and Ricci scalar of the metric g˜ab, λ is
the Cosmological constant and T˜ab is the energy-momentum tensor. As a consequence of the
contracted Bianchi identity one obtains the conservation law
∇˜aT˜ab = 0. (2)
Here ∇˜a denotes the Levi-Civita covariant derivative of the metric g˜ab. Now, let (M, gab) denote
a spacetime related to (M˜, g˜ab) via a conformal embedding
M˜
ϕ
→֒ M, g˜ab
ϕ
7→ gab ≡ Ξ
2
(
ϕ−1)∗g˜ab, Ξ|ϕ(M˜) > 0,
where is Ξ a smooth scalar field — the so-called conformal factor. With a slight abuse of notation
we write
gab = Ξ
2g˜ab. (3)
Remark 3. Following the standard usage, we refer to (M˜, g˜ab) as the physical spacetime while
(M, gab) will be called the unphysical spacetime.
2.1.1 The unphysical energy-momentum tensor
Since equation (3) does not determine the way T˜ab transforms, it will be convenient to define the
unphysical energy-momentum tensor as
Tab ≡ Ξ
−2T˜ab.
Using the transformation rules between the Levi-Civita covariant derivatives of conformally re-
lated metrics, equation (2) takes the form
∇aTab = Ξ
−1T∇bΞ,
with ∇a the Levi-Civita covariant derivative of gab and T ≡ g
abTab. It then follows that
∇aTab = 0 if and only if T = 0.
Assumption 1. In the remainder of this article we restrict our attention to matter models for
which T = 0, so that the corresponding unphysical energy-momentum tensor Tab is divergence-
free, that is,
∇aTab = 0. (4)
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2.2 Basic properties of the conformal Einstein field equations
The metric tracefree conformal Einstein field equations have been first discussed in [9]. In terms
of the notation and conventions used in this article they are given by
∇a∇bΞ = −ΞLab + sgab +
1
2Ξ
3Tab, (5a)
∇as = −Lab∇
bΞ + 12Ξ
2∇bΞTab, (5b)
∇aLbc −∇bLac = ∇eΞd
e
cab + ΞTabc, (5c)
∇ed
e
abc = Tbca, (5d)
6Ξs− 3∇cΞ∇
cΞ = λ, (5e)
Rcdab = Ξd
c
dab + 2(δ
c
[aLb]d − gd[aLb]
c). (5f)
A detailed derivation of these equations can be found in [18]. In the above expressions Lab, s,
dabcd and Tabc denote, respectively, the Schouten tensor, the Friedrich scalar, the rescaled Weyl
tensor and the rescaled Cotton tensor. These objects are defined as
Lab ≡
1
2Rab −
1
12gabR, (6a)
s ≡ 14∇
c∇cΞ +
1
24RΞ, (6b)
dabcd ≡ Ξ
−1Cabcd, (6c)
Tabc ≡ Ξ∇[aTb]c + 3∇[aΞTb]c − gc[aTb]e∇
eΞ, (6d)
where Cabcd is the conformally invariant Weyl tensor. Observe that Tabc has the following sym-
metries:
Tabc = T[ab]c, T[abc] = 0. (7)
Relevant for the subsequent discussion is the well-known fact that the rescaled Weyl tensor
has two associated Hodge dual tensors, namely
∗dabcd ≡
1
2ǫab
efdefcd, d
∗
abcd ≡
1
2ǫcd
efdabef ,
where ǫabcd is the 4-volume form of the metric gab. One can check that
∗dabcd = d
∗
abcd. Similarly,
we also define the Hodge dual of Tabc as
∗Tabc ≡
1
2ǫab
deTdec. (8)
Moreover, if Assumption 1 and equation (5a) are taken into account, one obtains some additional
relations, namely
∇cTab
c = 0, (9a)
∇c
∗Tab
c = 0, (9b)
∇cTa
c
b = ∇cT(a
c
b). (9c)
Remark 4. Equations (5a)-(5d) will be regarded as a set of differential conditions for the fields
Ξ, s, Lab and d
a
bcd. Equation (5e) can be shown to play the role of a constraint which only needs
to be verified at a single point — see e.g. [18], Lemma 8.1. Equation (5f), providing the link
between the conformal fields dcdab, Lab and the irreducible decomposition of the Riemann tensor,
allows us to deduce a differential condition for the components of the unphysical metric gab —
see Section 6.2.
Remark 5. By a solution to the metric tracefree conformal Einstein field equations it will be
understood a collection of fields (gab,Ξ, s, Lab, d
a
bcd, Tab) satisfying equations (4) and (5a)-(5f).
The relation between the metric tracefree conformal Einstein field equations and the Einstein
field equations (1) is given in the following proposition — see [18], Proposition 8.1.
Proposition 1. Let (gab,Ξ, s, Lab, d
a
bcd, Tab) denote a solution to the metric tracefree conformal
Einstein field equations such that Ξ 6= 0 on an open set U ⊂M. Then the metric g˜ab = Ξ
−2gab is
a solution to the Einstein field equations (1) with energy momentum tensor given by T˜ab = Ξ
2Tab
on U .
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Proof. The proof given in [18] omits equation (5f) and implicitly assumes that the field Lab can be
identified with the Schouten tensor of the metric gab. With equation (5f) at hand, one is allowed
to make this identification. From here onwards one can apply the argument in Proposition 8.1 in
[18].
2.2.1 An alternative equation for dabcd
For our purposes, it will be convenient to consider an alternative version of the conformal field
equation for the rescaled Weyl tensor. This can be obtained as follows: multiplying (5d) by ǫfg
bc
and exploiting the identity ∗dabcd = d
∗
abcd results in
2∇a
∗dfgc
a = 2∇ad
∗
fgc
a = −2∗Tfgc.
From here it follows that
3∇[edab]cd + ǫeabf
∗Tcd
f = 0. (10)
Remark 6. This last equation is equivalent to (5d) and will be essential in sections 3 and 4
where a system of wave equations for the geometric fields and the zero-quantities associated to
the equations (5a)-(5f) is discussed.
2.3 An equation for the components of the metric gab
Taking the natural trace in equation (5f) leads to the relation
Rab = 2Lab +
1
6Rgab. (11)
Here, Rab and Lab are considered as independent variables. In particular, the Ricci tensor Rab is
assumed to be expressed in terms of first and second derivatives of the components of the metric
whilst Lab is a field satisfying equations (5a)-(5e). This will be further discussed in Section 6
where a suitable wave equation for the components of the metric is constructed.
Remark 7. As pointed out in [10], equation (11) can be regarded as an Einstein field equation
for the unphysical metric gab. From this point of view, the geometric fields Ξ, s, Lab and dabcd can
be regarded as unphysical matter fields. Accordingly, in the following we refer to equation (11)
as the unphysical Einstein equation. This approach should allow to adapt well-tested numerical
methods for the Einstein field equations to the case of the conformal field equations.
3 The evolution system for the geometric fields
In this section we show how to construct an evolution system for the geometric fields appearing
in the conformal Einstein field equations, equations (5a)-(5f). These evolution equations take
the form of geometric wave equations — that is, their principal part involves the D’Alambertian
 ≡ ∇a∇
a associated to the conformal metric gab.
In [16], Paetz has obtained a system of geometric wave equations for the set of conformal
fields (Ξ, s, Lab, d
a
bcd) in the vacuum case. This can be generalised to include a tracefree matter
component. The next statement summarises this result:
Lemma 1. The metric tracefree conformal Einstein field equations (5a)-(5f) imply the following
system of geometric wave equations for the conformal fields:
Ξ = 4s− 16ΞR, (12a)
s = − 16sR+ ΞLabL
ab − 16∇aR∇
aΞ+ 14Ξ
5TabT
ab − Ξ3LabT
ab + Ξ∇aΞ∇bΞTab, (12b)
Lab = −2ΞdacbdL
cd + 4La
cLbc − LcdL
cdgab +
1
6∇a∇bR+
1
2Ξ
3dacbdT
cd
−Ξ∇cTa
c
b − 2T(a|c|b)∇
cΞ, (12c)
dabcd = −4Ξda
f
[c
edd]ebf − 2Ξda
f
b
edcdfe +
1
2dabcdR− T[a
fΞ2db]fcd − Ξ
2T[c
fdd]fab
−Ξ2ga[cdd]gbfT
fg + Ξ2gb[cdd]gafT
fg + 2∇[aT|cd|b] + ǫabef∇
f ∗Tcd
e. (12d)
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Proof. Equation (12a) is a direct consequence of (5a). Equations (12b) and (12c) result, re-
spectively, from applying a covariant derivative to (5b) and (5c), and using the second Bianchi
identity. The wave equation for dabcd, on the other hand, requires to consider the alternative
conformal field equation (10). Applying ∇e to the latter and using equation (5d) along with the
first Bianchi identity, a long but straightforward calculation yields the wave equation
dabcd = −4Ξda
f
[c
edd]ebf − 2Ξda
f
b
edcdfe +
1
3dabcdR− 2dcdf [aLb]
f − 2dabf [cLd]
f
−2ga[cdd]ebfL
fe + 2gb[cdd]faeL
ef + 2∇[aT|cd|b] + ǫabef∇
f ∗Tcd
e. (13)
It is possible to eliminate terms containing Lab from the wave equation (13) through the general-
isation of an identity obtained in [16] to the case of tracefree matter. Multiplying equation (10)
by Ξ, using the definitions of dabcd and
∗Tabc, equation (5c) and the second Bianchi identity to
simplify it, one finds that
dcd[ag∇b]Ξ + dde[aggb]c∇
eΞ− dce[aggb]d∇
eΞ = 0. (14)
Applying a further covariant derivative ∇g to the last expression and making use of equations
(5a), (5d) and (10) as well as the properties of the rescaled Cotton tensor, the following identity
is obtained:
2Ξdcdf [aLb]
f + 2Ξdabf [cLd]
f + 2ga[cΞdd]gbfL
fg − 2Ξgb[cdd]gafL
fg + 16ΞdabcdR
−Ξ3dcdf [aTb]
f − Ξ3dabf [cTd]
f − Ξ3ga[cdd]gbfT
fg + Ξ3gb[cdd]gafT
fg = 0. (15)
By substituting this into expression (13) we get equation (12d), which does not involve the
Schouten tensor.
Remark 8. In concrete applications it may prove useful to express the Schouten tensor in terms
of the tracefree Ricci tensor and the Ricci scalar through the formula
Lab = Φab +
1
24Rgab. (16)
As will be discussed in Section 6.1, the Ricci scalar R is associated to the particular choice of
conformal gauge. Thus, the decomposition (16) allows us to split the field Lab into a gauge
part and a part which is determined through the field equations. Keeping the simplicity of the
presentation in mind, we do not pursue this approach further as it leads to lengthier expressions.
4 Zero-quantities and integrability conditions
In this section we consider a convenient setting for the discussion and book-keeping of the evo-
lution equations implied by the conformal Einstein field equations with tracefree matter. Our
approach is based on the observation that the metric conformal Einstein field equations constitute
an overdetermined system of differential conditions for the various conformal fields. Thus, the
equations are related to each other through integrability conditions — i.e. necessary conditions
for the existence of solutions to the equations.
4.1 Definitions and basic properties
First we proceed to introduce the set of geometric zero-quantities (also called subsidiary variables)
associated to the system of metric tracefree conformal Einstein field equations (5a)-(5e). These
fields are defined as:
Υab ≡ ∇a∇bΞ+ ΞLab + sgab −
1
2Ξ
3Tab, (17a)
Θa ≡ ∇as+ Lac∇
cΞ− 12Ξ
2∇cΞTac, (17b)
∆abc ≡ ∇aLbc −∇bLac −∇eΞd
e
cab − ΞTabc, (17c)
Λabc ≡ Tbca −∇ed
e
abc, (17d)
Z ≡ λ− 6Ξs+ 3∇cΞ∇
cΞ, (17e)
P cdab ≡ R
c
dab − Ξd
c
dab − 2(δ
c
[aLb]d − gd[aLb]
c). (17f)
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In terms of the above, the conformal Einstein field equations (5a)-(5f) can be expressed as the
conditions
Υab = 0, Θa = 0, ∆abc = 0, Λabc = 0, Z = 0, P
c
dab = 0,
from where these fields take their name.
4.1.1 Properties of the zero-quantities
By definition, the zero-quantities possess the following symmetries:
Υab = Υ(ab), ∆abc = ∆[ab]c, ∆[abc] = 0, Λabc = Λa[bc], Λ[abc] = 0,
∆a
b
b = 0, Λ
b
ab = 0.
(18)
Moreover, one can check that ∆abc and Λabc satisfy the identities
∆abc =
2
3∆abc +
1
3∆acb −
1
3∆bca, Λabc =
2
3Λabc +
1
3Λbac −
1
3Λcab, (19)
which are useful for simplifying certain combinations of zero-quantities. Regarding P abcd, it
inherits the symmetries of the Riemann tensor; in particular, we can define its Hodge dual tensors
∗Pabcd ≡
1
2ǫab
efPefcd, P
∗
abcd ≡
1
2ǫcd
efPabef . (20)
In addition, it will result useful to introduce a further auxiliary zero-quantity associated to
equation (10) — see Remark 6:
Λabcde ≡ 3∇[adbc]de + ǫabcf
∗Tde
f = 3Λd[abgc]e − 3Λe[abgc]d. (21)
Here, the second equality has been obtained through a calculation similar to the one yielding
(10). From the above definition it follows that Λab
d
cd = Λabc, as well as
Λabcde = Λ[abc]de, Λabcde = Λabc[de]. (22)
4.1.2 Some consequences of the wave equations
Key for our subsequent analysis is the observation that assuming the validity of the geometric
wave equations for the conformal fields implies a further set of relations satisfied by the zero-
quantities. These are summarised in the following lemma:
Lemma 2. Assume that the wave equations (11), (12a)-(12d), and Assumption 1 hold. Then the
geometric zero-quantities satisfy the identities
Υa
a = 0, (23a)
P cacb = 0, (23b)
∇bΥa
b = 3Θa, (23c)
∇aΘ
a = ΥabLab −
1
2Ξ
2ΥabTab, (23d)
∇c∆a
c
b = Υ
cddacbd + Λabc∇
cΞ− LcdPacbd, (23e)
∇c∆ab
c = 2ΞTc[aΥb]
c − Λcab∇
cΞ, (23f)
∇cΛ
c
ab = d[a
cdePb]cde − 2Tc[aΥb]
c, (23g)
∇cΛ[ab]
c = 2d[a
cdePb]dec, (23h)
∇dPabc
d = −∆abc − ΞΛcab, (23i)
∇cΛeg
c
mn = 2∇[eΛg]mn + 2d[e
c
|m|
hPg]cnh − 2d[e
c
|n|
hPg]cmh + 2dmn
chPecgh. (23j)
Proof. The result follows directly from the definitions of the zero-quantities with the aid of the
wave equations for the conformal fields (11) and (12a)-(12d), the second Bianchi identity and the
properties of the rescaled Cotton tensor. It is worth mentioning that (23j) is obtained by using
(13) instead of (12d) as it considerably simplifies the calculation.
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4.2 Integrability conditions
The zero-quantities are not independent of each other but they are related via a set of identities,
the so-called integrability conditions. These relations are key for the computation of a suitable
(subsidiary) system of wave equations for the zero-quantities. The procedure to obtain these
relations is to compute suitable antisymmetrised covariant derivatives of the zero-quantities which,
in turn, are expressed in terms of lower order objects. Following this general strategy we obtain
the following:
Proposition 2. The geometric zero-quantities defined in (17a)-(17c) and (17e)-(17f) satisfy the
identities
2∇[aΥc]b = 2gb[aΘc] + Ξ∆acb + Pacbd∇
dΞ, (24a)
2∇[aΘb] = −2L[a
cΥb]c +∆abc∇
cΞ + Ξ2Tc[aΥb]
c, (24b)
3∇[d∆ab]c = Λabdce∇
eΞ + 3Υ[a
edbd]ce + 3L[a
ePbd]ce −
3
2Ξ
2P[ab|c|
eTd]e + 2ΞΥ[a
egb|c|Td]e
+ΞΥ[a
eg|c|bTd]e, (24c)
∇aZ = −6ΞΘa + 6Υab∇
bΞ, (24d)
3∇[ePgh]mn = ΞΛeghnm − 3∆[eg|m|gh]n + 3∆[eg|n|gh]m. (24e)
Proof. Equations (24a)-(24d) follow from direct calculations employing the definitions of the zero-
quantities, the rescaled Cotton tensor and the first Bianchi identity. Equation (24e), on the other
hand, can be obtained in a similar manner as (10): multiplying (23i) by ǫmn
cd and exploiting the
fact that ∗Pabcd = P
∗
abcd — which is a consequence of (23b) — yields
2∇a
∗Pmnb
a = 2∇aP
∗
mnb
a = −ǫmnac(ΞΛb
ac +∆acb). (25)
By substituting back the definition of P ∗mnab, (24e) is found after some simplifications.
Remark 9. Observe that these relations have right-hand sides consisting of lower order expres-
sions which are homogeneous in the zero-quantities. This property will be key when suitable wave
equations for these fields are derived in the next section. Equations (24a)-(24e) together with
(23j) constitute the set of integrability conditions for the geometric zero-quantities associated to
the tracefree conformal Einstein field equations.
Remark 10. The expressions in Lemma (2) and Proposition (2) allow us to show, in particular,
that the wave equations (12d) and (13) differ from each other by a homogeneous combination of
zero-quantities. Thus, in arguments involving the propagation of the constraints, both forms of
the evolution equation can be used interchangeably.
5 The subsidiary evolution system for the zero-quantities
An important aspect of any hyperbolic reduction procedure for the (conformal) Einstein field
equations is the identification of the conditions upon which a solution to the (reduced) evolution
equations implies a solution to the full set of field equations — this type of analysis is generi-
cally known as the propagation of the constraints. In practice, the propagation of the constraints
requires the construction of a suitable system of evolution equations for the zero-quantities asso-
ciated to the field equations.
5.1 Construction of the subsidiary system
In this section it is shown how the set of integrability conditions provides a systematic and direct
way to obtain wave equations for the zero-quantities — a so-called subsidiary evolution system.
The propagation of the constraints then follows from the structural properties of the subsidiary
system as a consequence of the uniqueness of solutions to systems of wave equations.
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5.1.1 Equations for Υab, Θa, ∆abc, Z and Pabcd
Equation (24a) serves as the starting point to obtain a wave equation for Υab. After applying
∇c and commuting derivatives, equation (23c) renders it as a suitable wave equation. Remaining
first order derivatives can be rewritten and simplified via equations (19), (23a), (23d), (23e) and
(23i) resulting in:
Υab =
1
6ΥabR − 2Υ
cdLcdgab +
1
2Ξ
2ΥcdgabTcd + 4∇(aΥb) − 2ΞΥ
cddacbd + 4Υ(a
cLb)c
− 2ΥcdPacbd + 2ΞL
cdPacbd −
1
2Ξ
3PabcdT
cd. (26)
Regarding Θa, an analogous calculation using expression (24b) in conjunction with the same
equations as in the previous case leads directly to a wave equation for this field. Exploiting (5c),
(6d) and (24a) to simplify it one obtains
Θc = 6LcaΘ
a − 2Υab∆cab + 2ΞL
ab∆cab − Ξ
3∆c
abTab − 2Ξ
2ΘaTca − 2Υ
bddcbad∇
aΞ
+ 32ΞΥc
bTab∇
aΞ + 12Ξ
2PcbadT
bd∇aΞ + 12ΞΥa
bTcb∇
aΞ− 16Υca∇
aR− 52ΞΥ
abTab∇cΞ
+ 2Υab∇cLab − Ξ
2Υab∇cTab. (27)
A wave equation for Λabc can be obtained by applying ∇
d to integrability condition (24c),
commuting derivatives and using (23e) to eliminate the second order derivatives. A direct but
long calculation exploiting the same relations used in the previous two cases, along with (5d) and
(21), yields
∆abc = 2Λcabs−Υc
dTabd − ΞΛabdceL
de + 3dabcdΘ
d + 13R∆abc + Lc
d∆abd +
1
2Ξ
3ΛabdceT
de
− ΞPabceTd
e∇dΞ + 16Pabcd∇
dR +∇dΞ∇eΛab
e
cd + 2Υ
de∇edabcd + L
de∇ePabcd
− 12Ξ
2T de∇ePabcd + 2Υ[a
dTb]cd − ΞΥ[a
d∇|c|Tb]d − 2Ξd[a
d
b]
e∆dec + 2Ξd[a
d
|c|
e∆b]de
+ 2d[a
d
|c|
e∇b]Υde − 2d[a
d
|c
e∇d|Υb]e − 2L[a
d∆b]dc + 2L
de∇[aPb]dce − 2P[a
d
b]
e∆dec
+ 2P[a
d
|c|
e∆b]de − 2P[a
d
|c|
e∇b]Lde − 2P[a
d
|c
e∇d|Lb]e + Ξ
2P[a
d
|c
e∇d|Tb]e − Ξ
2∆c
d
[aTb]d
+ ΞT[a
d∇|c|Υb]d − 2∇
dΞ∇[aΛb]cd + 2Υ
deT[a|de|gb]c + ΞΥ
deg[a|c∇d|Tb]e −Υ[a
dTb]d∇cΞ
− 2Lde∆[a|de|gb]c + 3ΞΥ
dg[a|c|Tb]d + 2ΞP[a
d
|c|
eTb]e∇dΞ− Ξg[a|cT
de∇d|Υb]e
+Υ[a
dgb]cTd
e∇eΞ +Υ
deg[a|c|Tb]d∇eΞ. (28)
A wave equation for Z is readily found by simply applying ∇a to equation (24d):
Z = 6ΥabΥ
ab − 12ΞΥabLab + 6Ξ
3ΥabTab + 12Θ
a∇aΞ. (29)
In the case of Pabcd, application of ∇
h together with equations (23b), (23e), (23i), as well as
the various symmetries of Λabc and P
a
bcd results, after a rather direct calculation in:
Pegmn =
1
3RPegmn − 2L[m
hPn]heg + 2Λ[n|eg|∇m]Ξ + 2Ξ∇[mΛn]eg + 2∇[m∆|eg|n] + 2Ξ∇[eΛg]mn
+ 2∇[e∆|mn|g] − 2Λ[e|mn|∇g]Ξ− 2Ξd[e
h
g]
aPmnha − 2Ξd[e
h
|m|
aPg]hna + 2Ξd[e
h
|n|
aPg]hma
− 2L[e
hPg]hmn − 2P[e
h
g]
aPmnha − 4P[e
h
|m|
aPg]hna + 2Ξg[e|m∇
hΛn|g]h − 2Ξg[e|n∇
hΛm|g]h
+ 2Υhad[e|hma|gg]n − 2Υ
had[e|hna|gg]m + 2Λ[g|nh|ge]m + 2Λn[g|h|ge]m + 2Λm[e|h|gg]n
+ 2Λ[e|mh|gg]n − 4L
haP[e|hma|gg]n + 4L
haP[e|hna|gg]m. (30)
5.1.2 Equation for Λabc
Notice that the integrability condition for Λabc, equation (23j), contains derivatives of zero-
quantities on both sides of the equation. This feature seems to hinder our standard approach for
the construction of a subsidiary equation. Then, in order to construct a suitable wave equation it
will be necessary to exploit the symmetries of Λabcde. Applying ∇
e to the integrability condition
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(23j) and commuting derivatives leads to
Λgmn = Λ
c
mnRgc +∇g∇cΛ
c
mn − 2Pg
ceh∇hdmnce − 2dmn
ce∇hPgce
h −∇c∇eΛgce[mn]
− 2Λc[m
eR|gc|n]e − 2d[m
ceh∇|ePgh|n]c − 2dg
c
[m
e∇hPn]ech − 2P[m
ceh∇|edgh|n]c
− 2Pg
c
[m
e∇hdn]ech.
Here, the double-derivative terms put at risk the hyperbolicity of the system. For the second
derivative of Λabc one can use (23g), while the one involving Λabcde can be eliminated by recalling
that this field is antisymmetric under any permutation of the first three indices — see (22). Using
this property and commuting derivatives gives
Λgmn =− ΞΛ
c
g
edmnce + 4Λ
c
mnLgc + 2dmnce∆g
ce − 2Pg
ceh∇hdmnce + 2Υ[m
c∇|g|Tn]c
− 2ΞΛc[m
ed|g|n]ce − 4ΞΛ
c
[m
ed|ge|n]c − 4Λ
c
g[mLn]c + 2Λ[m
ceP|gc|n]e + 2Λ
c
g
eP[m|c|n]e
− 2T[m
ceP|ge|n]c + 2dg
c
[m
e∆n]ec − 2d[m
ceh∇|ePgh|n]c − 2P[m
ceh∇|edgh|n]c − 2T[m
c∇|g|Υn]c
− ΞΛcehd[m|cehgg|n] − 4Λ
c
[m
eL|cegg|n] − Λ
cehP[m|cehgg|n]. (31)
The results of this section can be summarised in the following lemma:
Lemma 3. Assume that the conformal fields satisfy equations (11) and (12a)-(12d). Then, the
geometric zero-quantities (17a)-(17f) satisfy the homogeneous system of geometric wave equations
(26)-(31).
5.2 Propagation of the constraints
As it will be discussed in detail in Section 6, the system of geometric wave equations (26)-
(31) implies, in turn, a system of proper (hyperbolic) wave equations for which a theory of the
existence and uniqueness of solutions is readily available — see e.g. [13]. From the latter one
directly obtains the following result:
Proposition 3. Assume that the geometric zero-quantities and their first derivatives vanish on
a fiduciary spacelike hypersurface S⋆ of an unphysical spacetime (M, gab). Then, the geometric
zero-quantities vanish on the domain of dependence D(S⋆) of S⋆.
Remark 11. Working, for example, with coordinates adapted to the hypersurface S⋆, it can be
readily checked that the completely spatial parts of the zero-quantities Υab, Θa, Λabc, ∆abc, Z
and P abcd encode the same information as the conformal Einstein constraint equations — see e.g.
[18], Chapter 11. Similarly, projections with a transversal (i.e. timelike) component can be read
as a first order evolution system for the geometric conformal fields — we ignore null components
as these can be obtained as linear combinations of transversal and intrinsic components. Thus,
in order to ensure the vanishing of the zero-quantities on the initial hypersurface S⋆, one needs,
firstly, to produce a solution to the conformal constraint equations; this ensures the vanishing
of the spatial part of the zero-quantities. Secondly, one reads the transversal components of
the zero-quantities as definitions for the normal derivatives of the conformal fields which can be
readily computed from the solution to the conformal constraints. In this way, the transversal
components of the zero-quantities vanish a fortiori.
6 Gauge considerations
This section provides a brief overview of the gauge freedom inherent to the conformal Einstein field
equations and the associated evolution equations. This gauge freedom is of two types: conformal
and coordinate. The discussion in this section follows closely Section 2.3 in [3] and is provided
for completeness and to ease the reading of the article.
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6.1 Conformal gauge source functions
An important feature of the conformal Einstein field equations is that the Ricci scalar R of
the metric gab can be regarded as a conformal gauge source specifying the representative in
the conformal class [g˜] of the (conformal) unphysical metric. Accordingly, one can always find
(locally) a conformal rescaling such that the metric g′ab has a prescribed Ricci scalar R
′.
Remark 12. Based on the previous discussion, in what follows the Ricci scalar of the metric gab
is regarded as a prescribed function R(x) of the coordinates, so one writes
R = R(x).
6.2 Generalised harmonic coordinates and the reduced Ricci operator
The components of the Ricci tensor Rab can be explicitly written in terms of the components of
the metric tensor gab in general coordinates x = (x
µ) as
Rµν = −
1
2
gλρ∂λ∂ρgµν + gσ(µ∇ν)Γ
σ + gλρg
στΓλσµΓ
ρ
τν + 2Γ
σ
λρg
λτgσ(µΓ
ρ
ν)τ ,
with
Γνµλ ≡
1
2
gνρ(∂µgρλ + ∂λgµρ − ∂ρgµλ),
where we have defined the contracted Christoffel symbols as Γν ≡ gµλΓνµλ. A direct computation
then gives xµ = −Γµ. Following the well-known procedure for the hyperbolic reduction of the
Einstein field equations, we introduce coordinate gauge source functions Fµ(x) to prescribe the
value of the contracted Christoffel symbols via the condition Γµ = Fµ(x). This means that the
coordinates x = (xµ) satisfy the generalised wave coordinate condition
xµ = −Fµ(x) (32)
— see e.g. [5, 17, 18]. Associated to the latter, it is convenient to define the reduced Ricci operator
Rµν [g] as
Rµν [g] ≡ Rµν − gσ(µ∇ν)Γ
σ + gσ(µ∇ν)F
σ(x). (33)
More explicitly, one has that
Rµν [g] = −
1
2
gλρ∂λ∂ρgµν − gσ(µ∇ν)F
σ(x) + gλρg
στΓλσµΓ
ρ
τν + 2Γ
σ
λρg
λτgσ(µΓ
ρ
ν)τ .
Thus, by choosing coordinates satisfying the generalised wave coordinates condition (32), the
unphysical Einstein equation (11) takes the form
Rµν [g] = 2Lµν +
1
6
R(x)gµν .
Assuming that the components Lµν are known, the latter is a quasilinear wave equation for the
components of the metric tensor.
6.2.1 The reduced wave operator
The geometric wave operator  acting on tensorial fields contains derivatives of the Christoffel
symbols which, in turn, contain second order derivatives of the components of the metric tensor.
The presence of these second order derivative terms is problematic as they destroy, in principle,
the hyperbolicity of the evolution equations (12c) and (12d) since they enter in the principal part
of the system. However, as discussed in e.g. [16, 3], the generalised wave coordinate condition
(32) can be used to reduce the geometric wave operator  to a proper second order hyperbolic
operator.
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Definition 1. The reduced wave operator  acting on a covariant tensor field Tλ···ρ is defined as
Tλ···ρ ≡ Tλ···ρ +
(
(2Lτλ +
1
6
R(x)gτλ −Rτλ)− gστ∇λ(F
σ(x) − Γσ)
)
T τ ···ρ + · · ·
· · ·+
(
(2Lτρ +
1
6
R(x)gτρ −Rτρ)− gστ∇ρ(F
σ(x)− Γσ)
)
Tλ···
τ ,
where  ≡ gµν∇µ∇ν . The action of  on a scalar φ is simply given by
φ ≡ gµν∇µ∇νφ.
Remark 13. The operator  provides a proper second order hyperbolic operator for systems
which involve the metric as an unknown, in contrast to . Accordingly, when working in gener-
alised harmonic coordinates, all the second order derivatives of the metric tensor can be removed
from the principal part of geometric wave equations. A system of evolutions equations expressed
in terms of the reduced wave operator  (rather than in terms of the geometric wave operator
) will be said to be proper.
6.3 Summary: gauge reduced evolution equations
The discussion of the previous sections leads us to consider the following gauge reduced system
of evolution equations for the components of the conformal fields Ξ, s, Lab, dabcd and gab with
respect to coordinates x = (xµ) satisfying the generalised wave coordinate condition (32):
Ξ = 4s−
1
6
ΞR(x), (34a)
s = − 16sR(x) + ΞLµνL
µν − 16∇µR(x)∇
µΞ + 14Ξ
5TµνT
µν − Ξ3LµνT
µν + Ξ∇µΞ∇νΞTµν , (34b)
Lµν = −2ΞdµρνλL
ρλ + 4Lµ
λLνλ − LλρL
λρgµν +
1
6∇µ∇νR(x) +
1
2Ξ
3dµλνρT
λρ
−Ξ∇λTµ
λ
ν − 2T(µ|λ|ν)∇
λΞ, (34c)
dµνλρ = −4Ξdµ
τ
[λ
σdρ]σντ − 2Ξdµ
τ
ν
σdλρτσ +
1
2dµνλρR(x) − T[µ
σΞ2dν]σλρ − Ξ
2T[λ
σdρ]σµν
−Ξ2gµ[λdρ]σντT
τσ + Ξ2gν[λdρ]σµτT
τσ + 2∇[µT|λρ|ν] + ǫµνστ∇
τ ∗Tλρ
σ, (34d)
Rµν [g] = 2Lµν +
1
6
R(x)gµν . (34e)
Remark 14. The reduced system of evolution equations (34a)-(34e) is a system of quasilinear
wave equations for the fields Ξ, s, Lµν , dµνλρ and gµν . More explicitly, one has that
gστ∂σ∂τΞ = X
(
g, ∂g,Ξ, s,R(x)
)
,
gστ∂σ∂τs = S
(
g, ∂g,Ξ, ∂Ξ, s,L,R(x), ∂R(x),T
)
,
gστ∂σ∂τLµν = Fµν
(
g, ∂g,Ξ,L,d,R(x), ∂2R(x),T , ∂T
)
,
gστ∂σ∂τdµνλρ = Dµνλρ
(
g, ∂g,Ξ,d,R(x), ∂T
)
,
gστ∂σ∂τgµν = Gµν
(
g, ∂g,L,R(x)
)
,
whereX , S, Fµν , Dµνλρ andGµν are polynomial expressions of their arguments. Strictly speaking,
the system is a system of wave equations only if gµν is known to be Lorentzian. The basic
existence, uniqueness and stability results of systems of the above type have been given in [13]
— these results are the second order analogues of the theory developed in [14] for symmetric
hyperbolic systems. The basic theory for initial-boundary value problems can be found in [4, 7].
7 Propagation of the gauge
This section is devoted to studying the consistency of the conformal and coordinate gauge intro-
duced in Section 6 by constructing a system of homogeneous wave equations for a set of subsidiary
fields. The coming discussion extends the analysis in [3], Section 5, for the vacuum case which is
closely followed — accordingly, we mainly focus on the new features arising from the presence of
matter.
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7.1 Basic relations
Consider a set of coordinates x = (xµ). Let gµν denote the components of a metric gab in these
coordinates. Similarly, Rµν denotes the components of the associated Ricci tensor Rab, while R is
the corresponding Ricci scalar. We now investigate the requirements for R and Rµν to coincide,
respectively, with R(x) and Rµν . In addition, we also need to investigate the conditions under
which Lµν corresponds to the components of the Schouten tensor. This can be expressed as the
vanishing of the following fields:
Q ≡ R −R(x), (35a)
Qµ ≡ Γµ −Fµ(x), (35b)
Qµν ≡ Rµν −Rµν . (35c)
We make the following assumption:
Assumption 2. Let Tµν and Tµνλ be, respectively, the components of a tracefree energy momen-
tum tensor with vanishing divergence and its associated rescaled Cotton tensor. Let gµν and Lµν
be solutions to the equations:
Rµν = 2Lµν +
1
6R(x)gµν , (36a)
Lµν = −2ΞdµρνλL
ρλ + 4Lµ
λLνλ − LλρL
λρgµν +
1
6∇µ∇νR(x) +
1
2Ξ
3dµλνρT
λρ
−Ξ∇λTµ
λ
ν − 2T(µ|λ|ν)∇
λΞ. (36b)
As a direct consequence of equation (36a), one can find that the gauge zero-quantities (35a)-
(35c) are not independent of each other. Simple calculations yield
Qµν = ∇(µQν), (37a)
Q = Qµ
µ = ∇µQ
µ. (37b)
Furthermore, equation (33) and Definition 1 lead to
Rµν [g] = Rµν −∇(µQν), (38a)
Lµν = Lµν − (Qµσ −∇µQσ)L
σ
ν − (Qνσ −∇νQσ)L
σ
µ. (38b)
Remark 15. Equations (37a)-(37b) show that if Qµ = 0 then Q and Qµν automatically vanish.
In this sense, we will consider Qµ as the basic gauge zero-quantity of the system.
7.2 The gauge subsidiary evolution system
In this subsection we obtain a system of homogeneous wave equations for the gauge subsidiary
variables. This will be achieved by exploiting the properties of the so-called Bach tensor which
will play the role of an integrability condition for the system.
7.2.1 The Bach tensor
Let gab be a 4-dimensional metric. The Bach tensor is defined as:
Bab ≡ ∇
c∇aLbc −∇
c∇cLab − CacdbL
cd. (39)
From this definition it is easy to verify that Bab is symmetric and tracefree. Additionally, it
satisfies the following identity, independently of the validity of the Einstein field equations:
∇aBab = 0. (40)
Remark 16. A straightforward calculation shows that the Bach tensor can be expressed in terms
of the geometric zero-quantities as
Bab = −L
cdPacbd −
1
2Ξ
3dacbdT
cd + Ξ∇cTa
c
b + 2T(a|c|b)∇
cΞ.
Consequently, if gab is a solution to the tracefree metric conformal Einstein field equations then
the Bach tensor vanishes if Tab = 0.
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Remark 17. In view of the fact that trivial initial conditions for the zero-quantities imply the
vanishing of P abcd — see Proposition 3 — throughout the remainder of the article, and for the
sake of simplicity, our calculations will assume that P abcd = 0.
7.2.2 Wave equations for the gauge subsidiary variables
The Bach tensor can be conveniently expressed in terms of the gauge zero-quantities. Terms
containing Rµν and R can be rewritten according to definitions (35a) and (35c) along with (37a)
and (38a). A procedure similar to that of Section 5.2 in [3] allows us to show that the Bach tensor
can be expressed in the form
Bµν = B
′
µν +Nµν , (41)
where B′µν is an expression homogeneous on Q, Qµ, Qµν and its derivatives up to fourth order
and which is identical to the one found in [3]. Here, the contributions from Tµν have been grouped
in the symmetric tensor
Nµν ≡ −
1
2Ξ
3dµλνρT
λρ + 2T(µ|λ|ν)∇
λΞ+ Ξ∇λTµ
λ
ν .
Next, we introduce the auxiliary field
Mµ ≡ Qµ. (42)
Taking the divergence of equation (41), and after some direct manipulations, equations (37a)-
(37b) and (40) imply that
Mµ = Hµ(∇M ,∇Q,∇Q,Q, Q) + 4∇
νNνµ,
whereQ stands for Qµ and, for simplicity, Hν represents a homogeneous function of its arguments.
On the other hand, we can rewrite the term ∇νNνµ in a suitable way by using the symmetries
of Tabc along with the help of equations (35c), (38a) and the geometric zero-quantities. A direct
calculation shows that
∇νNνµ = −TµνλΥ
νλ − 12Ξ
3TνλΛ
ν
µ
λ,
so the wave equation for Mµ takes the schematic form
Mµ = Hµ(∇M ,∇Q,∇Q,Q, Q,Υ,Λ). (43)
Lastly, a wave equation for Q is required to close the system. This can be obtained by direct
application of the  operator on the definition of Q along with the aid of equations (35a), (37b)
and (38a), resulting in
Q = −2Lµν∇
µQν −∇µQν∇(µQν) −
1
2Q
µ∇µQ−
1
2Q
µ∇µR(x)−
1
6R(x)Q +∇
µMµ. (44)
Remark 18. The gauge subsidiary evolution system, equations (42)-(44), is homogeneous in
Mµ, Qµ, Q, Υµν , Λµνλ and their first derivatives.
The previous discussion leads to the following result:
Lemma 4. Assume that the hypotheses of Lemma 3 hold. Moreover, let the quantities Mµ, Qµ,
Q, Υµν and Λµνλ along with their first covariant derivatives vanish on a fiduciary hypersurface
S⋆. Then the unique solution to the system (42)-(44) on a small enough slab of S⋆ corresponds
to Q = 0, Qµ = 0 and Mµ = 0, which in turn implies that Qµν = 0.
Remark 19. As discussed in Section 5.2.3 of [3] the initial gauge conditions in Lemma 4 can
be rephrased in terms of conditions on the lapse and shift (and their derivatives) associated to
the coordinate gauge source function Fµ(x). It must be pointed out that these initial gauge
conditions are not equivalent, in the vacuum case, to those considered in [16] which only require
the vanishing of the gauge zero-quantities and their first derivatives on the initial hypersurface. In
the present case, the conditions require the vanishing of third order derivatives via the definition
of Mµ.
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8 Evolution equations for the matter fields
Having settled the analysis of the geometric part of the metric tracefree conformal Einstein
equations, we now proceed to investigate the evolution of the subsidiary equations associated to
a number of matter models of interest: the conformally invariant scalar field, the Maxwell field
and the Yang-Mills field.
8.1 The conformally invariant scalar field
It is well-known that the equation
∇˜a∇˜aφ˜ = 0,
where φ˜ is a scalar field, is not conformally invariant. This deficiency can be healed by the
addition of a term involving the coupling with the Ricci scalar, namely
∇˜a∇˜aφ˜−
1
6 R˜φ˜ = 0. (45)
Defining the unphysical scalar field
φ ≡ Ξ−1φ˜,
a direct computation shows that equation (45) implies
φ− 16Rφ = 0. (46)
In what follows, for convenience, equation (45) will known as the conformally invariant wave
equation — or the conformally coupled wave equation. The energy-momentum tensor associated
to this field takes the form
Tab = ∇aφ∇bφ−
1
4gab∇cφ∇
cφ− 12∇a∇bφ+
1
2φ
2Lab, (47)
so that ∇aTab = 0 holds if equation (46) is satisfied. It can be readily verified that Tab, as given
by the expression above, is also tracefree.
Remark 20. The second derivatives of φ in equation (47) will lead to the appearance of second
and third order derivatives of the matter field in the expression of the rescaled Cotton tensor
— see equation (6d) — which may affect the hyperbolicity of the system (34a)-(34e). Moreover,
Tab is also coupled to the geometric sector via the Schouten tensor. These difficulties will be
addressed in the sequel.
Remark 21. The conformally invariant scalar field is related to the standard scalar field satisfying
the wave equation through a transformation originally due to Bekenstein [1]. Thus, in principle,
the theory for the conformally invariant scalar field developed in this section can be rephrased in
terms of the standard scalar field.
8.1.1 Auxiliary fields and the evolution equations
We start the analysis by observing that the third order derivative terms in the expression of
the rescaled Cotton tensor for the conformally invariant scalar field are of the form ∇[a∇b]∇cφ.
Using the commutator of covariant derivatives, these terms can be transformed into first order
derivative terms according to the formula
∇[a∇b]∇cφ = −
1
2Rabc
d∇dφ.
Thus, one is left with an expression for the Cotton tensor containing, at most, second order
derivatives. In order to eliminate these derivatives which, potentially, could destroy the hyperbolic
nature of the wave equations (34a)-(34d), one needs to promote the first and second derivatives
of φ as further (independent) unknowns. Accordingly, we define
φa ≡ ∇aφ, φab ≡ ∇a∇bφ. (48)
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Following the previous discussion, and exploiting equation (5c), one can write the rescaled Cotton
tensor for the conformally invariant scalar field as
Tabc =
(
1− 14Ξ
2φ2
)−1(
3
2ΞφLc[bφa] +
3
2Ξφ[bφa]c −
1
4Ξφ
2dabcd∇
dΞ− 14Ξ
2φdabcdφ
d
+ 12Ξφgc[bLa]d +
1
2Ξgc[aφb]dφ
d + gc[bTa]d∇
dΞ+ 3Tc[b∇a]Ξ
)
. (49)
We now proceed to construct suitable evolution equations for φa and φab by means of a
set of integrability conditions for these fields. Firstly, the identity ∇aφb = ∇bφa represents an
integrability condition for φa. A wave equation then readily follows after applying ∇
b and using
equation (46):
φa = 2φ
bLab +
1
3Rφa +
1
6φ∇aR. (50)
On the other hand, an integrability condition for φab can be obtained directly from its definition:
2∇[cφa]b = φdRcab
d = −Ξφddacbd − 2φ[cLa]b + 2φ
dgb[cLa]d.
Applying ∇c to this relation and using equations (5c), (5d), (46) and (50), a straightforward
calculation leads to:
φab =
1
2φabR−
1
3RφLab − 2φ
cdLcdgab −
1
6φ
cgab∇cR+
1
6φ∇(a∇b)R− 2Ξφ
cdd(a|c|b)d
+ 8φ(a
cLb)c + 2Ξφ
cT(a|c|b) +
2
3φ(a∇b)R+ 2φ
c∇(aLb)c − 2φ
cd(acb)
d∇dΞ. (51)
Remark 22. In equation (51) it is understood that the rescaled Cotton tensor Tbca is expressed
in terms of the auxiliary fields φa and φab according to (49) so does not contain second or higher
derivatives of the fields.
Remark 23. When coupling the wave equations (46), (50) and (51) to the system (34a)-(34e)
satisfied by the geometric conformal fields, it is understood that the geometric wave operator 
is replaced by its reduced counterpart  as discussed in Section 6.2.1.
8.1.2 Subsidiary equations
To verify the consistency of our approach in dealing with the higher order derivative terms in
the rescaled Cotton tensor for the conformally invariant scalar field we introduce the following
subsidiary fields:
Qa ≡ φa −∇aφ, (52a)
Qab ≡ φab −∇a∇bφ. (52b)
A wave equation for Qa can be obtained in a straightforward way: applying  to definition
(52a) and with the help of relations (46) and (50), a short calculation yields
Qa = φa −∇aφ−Rab∇
bφ = 13RQa + 2La
bQb. (53)
Similarly, applying  to equation (52b), commuting covariant derivatives and using the definitions
of the geometric zero-quantities one obtains
Qab =
1
2QabR− 2Q
cdLcdgab −
1
6Q
cgab∇cR + 2Q
c∇cLab − 2ΞQ
cddacbd + 8Q(a
cLb)c
−2φc∆(a|c|b) + 4ΞQ
cT(a|c|b) + 4Q
c∆(a|c|b) +
2
3Q(a∇b)R− 4Q
cd(a|c|b)
d∇dΞ. (54)
Remark 24. The system of wave equations (53) and (54) is homogeneous in Qa, Qab and ∆abc
Thus, it follows from general uniqueness results for solutions to wave equations that if these
quantities and their derivatives vanish on an initial hypersurface S⋆, then necessarily Qa = 0 and
Qab = 0 at least on a small enough slab around S⋆.
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8.1.3 Summary
The analysis of the conformally invariant scalar field can be summarised in the following manner:
Proposition 4. The system of equations (34a)-(34e) with rescaled Cotton tensor given by (49),
together with the conformally invariant wave equation (46) and the auxiliary system (50)-(51)
written in terms of the reduced wave operator , constitute a proper system of quasilinear wave
equations — see Remark 13.
8.2 The Maxwell field
The next example under consideration is the electromagnetic field. The physical Maxwell equa-
tions expressed in terms of the antisymmetric Faraday tensor F˜ab are given by
∇˜aF˜ab = 0,
∇˜[aF˜bc] = 0.
It is well-known that the Maxwell equations are conformally invariant by defining the unphysical
Faraday tensor Fab as
Fab ≡ F˜ab.
From here it follows that the physical Maxwell equations imply
∇aFab = 0, (55a)
∇[aFbc] = 0, (55b)
with the associated unphysical Maxwell energy-momentum tensor given by
Tab = FacFb
c −
1
4
gabFcdF
cd. (56)
Alternatively, defining the Hodge dual F ∗ab of the Faraday tensor as
F ∗ab ≡ −
1
2
ǫab
cdFcd, (57)
the second unphysical Maxwell equation (55b) can be written as:
∇aF ∗ab = 0. (58)
8.2.1 Auxiliary field and the evolution equations
A geometric wave equation for the Faraday tensor can be obtained from differentiation of the
Maxwell equation (55b), which represents a natural integrability condition for this field. Com-
muting covariant derivatives and applying equation (55a), a calculation yields
Fbc =
1
3FbcR− 2ΞF
addbacd. (59)
From equation (6d) it follows that the rescaled Cotton tensor contains first derivatives of Fab.
This puts at risk the hyperbolicity of the system (34a)-(34d). In order to deal with this problem
we introduce the auxiliary variable
Fabc ≡ ∇aFbc, (60)
satisfying Fabc = Fa[bc]. By virtue of equation (55b) it also follows that F[abc] = 0. In terms of
this quantity, it can be readily checked that the rescaled Cotton tensor for the Maxwell field takes
the form
Tabc = ΞF[b
dFa]cd −
1
2ΞFc
dFdab +
1
2Ξgc[aF
deFb]de − 3FcdF[a
d∇b]Ξ + FdeF
degc[a∇b]Ξ
− gc[aFb]
eFde∇
dΞ. (61)
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From definition (60) it follows that Fabc possesses two independent divergences: ∇
aFabc is simply
the right-hand side of wave equation (59) whilst the other is given by
∇cFab
c = ΞF cddacbd −
1
6
RFab + 2F[a
cLb]c, (62)
as a direct calculation confirms. In order to obtain an integrability condition for Fabc, consider
the expression 3∇[dF|a|bc]. Commuting covariant derivatives and using the first Bianchi identity
for the Weyl tensor, a straightforward calculation results in:
3∇[dF|a|bc] = −3ΞF[d
ed|ae|bc] + 6F[dbLc]a + 6ga[dFb
eLc]e. (63)
A geometric wave equation can be obtained by applying ∇d to the last expression and commuting
derivatives. Using equations (5c), (5d), (8), (10), (62) as well as the symmetries of dabcd and Tabc
to simplify it, a long but direct calculation yields
Fabc =− 2ΞFa
dTbcd + 4ΞF[b
dT|ad|c] − 2ΞFa
dedbdce − 4ΞF
d
[b
edc]ead +
1
2FabcR+ 4F
d
bcLad
− 4F da[bLc]d − 4F
d
[b
egc]aLde +
1
3Fbc∇aR− 2F
dedade[b∇c]Ξ− 4ΞF
de∇[bdc]ead
− 13Fa[b∇c]R− 2F[b
edc]ead∇
dΞ− Fd
edaebc∇
dΞ− 4F[b
edc]dae∇
dΞ− Fa
edbcde∇
dΞ
+ 2F efga[bdc]edf∇
dΞ+ 13ga[bFc]d∇
dR. (64)
This equation can be further simplified via a pair of observations. Firstly, by multiplying equation
(14) by F dg the following auxiliary identity is found:
2F[a
edb]ecd∇
dΞ− 2F[c
edd]eab∇
dΞ+ 2F dedced[a∇b]Ξ− 2F
eggc[adb]edg∇
dΞ = 0. (65)
Secondly, from equation (10) we have the following relations:
4ΞF de∇[bdc]ead = −2ΞǫbcefF
de ∗Tad
f + 2ΞF de∇edadbc,
ΞF de∇edadbc = −
1
2ΞǫadefF
de ∗Tbc
f − 12ΞF
de∇adbcde.
Combining them we readily obtain the identity
4ΞF de∇[bdc]ead = 4ΞF[b
dT|a|c]d − 2ΞFa
dTbcd + ΞF
de∇adbcde. (66)
Making use of (65) and (66), the wave equation for Fabc takes a simpler form:
Fabc = 4ΞF[b
dTc]da − 2ΞFa
dedbdce − 4F
d
[b
edc]ead +
1
2FabcR+ 4F
d
bcLad − 4F
d
a[bLc]d
− 4F d[b
egc]aLde +
1
3Fbc∇aR−
1
3Fa[b∇c]R+
1
3ga[bFc]d∇
dR − 4F dedade[b∇c]Ξ
− 4F[b
edc]dae∇
dΞ− 2Fa
edbcde∇
dΞ− ΞF de∇adbcde. (67)
As remarked in the case of the conformally invariant scalar field, the geometric operator  is to
be replaced by  when equations (59) and (67) are coupled to the system (34a)-(34e).
8.2.2 Subsidiary equations
In order to complete the discussion of the Maxwell field it is necessary to construct suitable
evolution equations for the zero-quantities
Mb ≡ ∇
aFab, (68a)
Mabc ≡ ∇[aFbc], (68b)
Qabc ≡ Fabc −∇aFbc. (68c)
Here, Mabc possesses the symmetries
Mabc =Ma[bc] =M[ab]c =M[abc]. (69a)
Also, one can verify the following identities:
∇aMa = 0, (70a)
∇cMabc = −
2
3∇[aMb]. (70b)
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Remark 25. Following the spirit of the discussion in the previous section, the zero-quantities
Ma and Mabc encode Maxwell equations (55a) and (55b), respectively, while Qabc does so for the
auxiliary field Fabc.
Equation for Ma. Observe that equation (70b) works as an integrability condition for Ma.
Applying ∇b, using (70a) and exploiting the various symmetries of Mabc, one obtains
Ma =
1
6MaR+ 2M
bLab. (71)
Equation for Mabc. In order to avoid lengthy expressions it is simpler to consider the Hodge
dual of Mabc defined as
M∗a ≡ ∇
bF ∗ba =
1
2
ǫa
bcdMbcd. (72)
Here, the second equality is a consequence of equations (60) and (68b). From this definition it
can be easily checked thatM∗a is divergencefree which, in turn, implies an integrability condition.
More explicitly:
∇aM∗a = 0 ⇐⇒ ∇[dMabc] = 0. (73)
Applying ∇d to (73) and commuting derivatives, a straightforward calculation leads to
Mabc =
1
2RMabc − 6Ξd[a
d
b
eMc]de − 6L[a
dMbc]d, (74)
where it has been used that ∇[a∇|d|Mbc]
d vanishes by virtue of equation (70b).
Equation for Qabc. A wave equation for the field Qabc can be obtained by direct application of
the  operator. Employing definitions (68a) and (68c), along with equations (17c), (17d), (59)
and (67), one obtains the expression
Qabc = 4ΞF[b
dΛ|a|c]d − 2ΞQa
dedbdce − 2ΞQ
d
[b
edc]ead +
1
2QabcR− 4M[bLc]a + 4Q
d
bcLad
− 4Qda[bLc]d + 6La
dMbcd − 4Q
d
[b
egc]aLde + 2F
dedbdce∇aΞ− 4F
dedade[b∇c]Ξ
− 6F[a
edbc]de∇
dΞ. (75)
In order to show that the terms not containing zero-quantities vanish, observe that the first
Bianchi identity implies that
2F dedbdce∇aΞ− 4F
dedade[b∇c]Ξ = 3F
dedde[ab∇c]Ξ.
On the other hand, multiplying definition (21) by F de, a short calculation yields the auxiliary
identity
3F dedde[ab∇c]Ξ− 6F[a
edbc]de∇
dΞ = 0.
From the last two expressions it follows then that
Qabc = 4ΞF[b
dΛ|a|c]d − 2ΞQa
dedbdce − 2ΞQ
d
[b
edc]ead +
1
2QabcR− 4M[bLc]a + 4Q
d
bcLad
− 4Qda[bLc]d + 6La
dMbcd − 4Q
d
[b
egc]aLde. (76)
Remark 26. Geometric wave equations (71), (74) and (76) are crucially homogeneous in Ma,
Mabc, Qabc and Λabc. Thus, if these quantities and their first covariant derivatives vanish on an
initial hypersurface S⋆, it can be guaranteed that there exists a unique solution on a small enough
slab of S⋆, and it corresponds to Ma = 0, Mabc = 0 and Qabc = 0.
8.2.3 Summary
The previous discussion about the coupling of the Maxwell field to the metric tracefree conformal
Einstein field equations can be summarised as follows:
Proposition 5. The system of wave equations (34a)-(34e) with rescaled Cotton tensor given by
(61) together with the wave equations (59) and (67) written in terms of the wave operator  is a
proper quasilinear system of wave equations for the Einstein-Maxwell system.
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8.3 The Yang-Mills field
The Yang-Mills field is the last example of a tracefree matter model we study in this paper.
Due to its similarities with the Faraday field, some of the calculations will result analogous to
the ones performed in the previous subsection. However, one of the distinctive features of the
Yang-Mills field is the fact that, in order to obtain a hyperbolic reduction of the equations, one
needs to introduce a set of gauge source functions fixing the divergence of the gauge potential.
The consistency of this gauge choice will be analysed towards the end of the section.
8.3.1 Basic equations
The Yang-Mills field consists of a set of gauge potentials A˜aµ and gauge fields F˜
a
µν where the
indices a, b, . . . take values in a Lie algebra g of a Lie group G. The equations satisfied by the
fields A˜aµ and F˜
a
µν are:
∇˜aA˜
a
b − ∇˜aA˜
a
b + C
a
bcA˜
b
aA˜
c
b − F˜
a
ab = 0,
∇˜aF˜ aab + C
a
bcA˜
baF˜ cab = 0,
∇˜[aF˜
a
bc] + C
a
bcA˜
b
[aF˜
c
bc] = 0.
Here Cabc = C
a
[bc] denote the structure constants of the Lie algebra g which satisfy the Jacobi
identity
CadeC
b
ac + C
a
ecC
b
ad + C
a
cdC
b
ae = 0. (77)
Also, the energy-momentum tensor associated to the Yang-Mills field is given by
T˜ab =
1
4δabF˜
a
cdF˜
bcdg˜ab − δabF˜
a
acF˜
b
b
c.
Conformal invariance. The Yang-Mills equations are well-known to be conformally invariant.
More precisely, defining the unphysical fields :
F aab ≡ F˜
a
ab, A
a
a ≡ A˜
a
a,
a direct computation under the conformal rescaling (3) renders the unphysical Yang-Mills equa-
tions
∇aA
a
b −∇bA
a
a + C
a
bcA
b
aA
c
b − F
a
ab = 0, (78a)
∇aF aab + C
a
bcA
baF cab = 0, (78b)
∇[aF
a
bc] + C
a
bcA
b
[aF
c
bc] = 0. (78c)
In addition, the unphysical energy-momentum tensor is
Tab =
1
4δabF
a
cdF
bcdgab − δabF
a
acF
b
b
c. (79)
Finally, it will result useful to introduce the dual of F aab defined as
F ∗aab ≡ −
1
2 ǫab
cdF acd. (80)
Remark 27. Due to the form of the energy-momentum tensor given in (79), first derivatives of
F aab will appear in the rescaled Cotton tensor, putting at risk the hyperbolicity of the system
(34a)-(34d). As in the case of the Maxwell field, this will make necessary the introduction of an
auxiliary quantity.
8.3.2 Evolution equations for the Yang-Mills fields
Suitable wave equations for the Yang-Mills fields can be obtained by a procedure analogous to
the one used for the Maxwell field. Accordingly, we introduce the auxiliary field
F aabc ≡ ∇aF
a
bc + C
a
bcA
b
aF
c
bc. (81)
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Moreover, the construction of a geometric wave equation for the Yang-Mills gauge potentials
requires the introduction of gauge source functions fa(x) depending in a smooth way on the
coordinates and fixing the value of the divergence of the potential. More precisely, in the following
we set
∇aAaa ≡ f
a(x). (82)
Equation for the field strength. The Yang-Mills Bianchi identity, equation (78c), represents
an integrability condition for the field strength tensors F aab. Differentiating it and making use
of equations (77) and (78a)-(78c), a straightforward calculation results in
F aab =− 2ΞF
acddacbd +
1
3F
a
abR+ 2C
a
bcF
b
a
cF cbc − 2C
a
bcF
c
cabA
bc − CabeC
e
cdF
d
abA
bcAcc
+ Cabcf
b(x)F cab. (83)
Equation for the gauge potential. Equation (78a) provides a natural integrability condition
for the gauge potential field. After applying ∇b, commuting derivatives and using equation (78b),
one arrives to:
Aaa =
1
6A
a
aR+ 2A
abLab + C
a
bcF
c
abA
bb + Cabcf
c(x)Aba − C
a
bcA
bb∇bA
c
a +∇af
a(x). (84)
Equation for the auxiliary field. A suitable integrability condition for the field F aabc can be
obtained from its definition. Using this and equation (78c), some manipulations yield
3∇[dF
a
|a|bc] = −3ΞF
a
[b
edcd]ae+6F
a
[bcLd]a+6ga[bF
a
c
eLd]e−3C
a
bcF
c
a[bcA
b
d]−3C
a
bc∇aA
b
[bF
c
cd].
Proceeding as in the case of the wave equation for F aabc, as well as using the Jacobi identity and
definitions (86a)-(86d), a lengthy calculation results in
F aabc =
1
2F
a
abcR+ 4F
ad
bcLad + 2F
bd
bcF
c
adC
a
bc − F
c
abcf
b(x)Cabc − F
d
abcA
bdAcdC
a
beC
e
cd
+ 13F
a
bc∇aR− 2A
bdCabc∇dF
c
abc − F
a
d
edaebc∇
dΞ− F aa
edbcde∇
dΞ + 2ΞF ade∇edadbc
− 4ΞF ad[b
ed|ad|c]e − 2ΞF
a
a
ded[b|d|c]e − 4F
ad
a[bLc]d + 4ΞF
a
[b
dTc]da + 4ΞF
a
[b
dT|ad|c]
− 13F
a
a[b∇c]R+ 4F
b
a[b
dF cc]dC
a
bc − 4F
ad
[b
eL|dega|c] − 2ΞF
adeT[b|dega|c]
− 4F a[b
dd|ad|c]
e∇eΞ− 2F
a
[b
dd|a|
e
c]d∇eΞ+ 2F
adedad[b|e|∇c]Ξ−
1
3F
a
[b
dg|a|c]∇dR
− 2F adega[b∇|d|Lc]e. (85)
In a similar manner to the two previous matter models, when equations (83), (84) and (85)
are coupled to the system of wave equations for the conformal fields, the  operator is to be
replaced by its counterpart .
8.3.3 Subsidiary equations
The next step in the analysis of the Yang-Mills field is the introduction of the corresponding
subsidiary quantities and the consequent construction of suitable geometric wave equations for
them. For this purpose define the following set of zero-quantities:
Maa ≡ ∇
bF aba + C
a
bcA
bbF cba, (86a)
Maab ≡ ∇aA
a
b −∇bA
a
a + C
a
bcA
b
aA
c
b − F
a
ab, (86b)
Maabc ≡ ∇[aF
a
bc] + C
a
bcA
b
[aF
c
bc], (86c)
Qaabc ≡ F
a
abc −∇aF
a
bc − C
a
bcA
b
aF
c
bc. (86d)
Notice that, unlike the Maxwell field analysis, an additional field Maab must be considered due
to the introduction of the gauge potential Aaa. Combining (86c) and (86d) an auxiliary relation
is directly obtained, namely
3Maabc + 3Q
a
[abc] − 3F
a
[abc] = 0. (87)
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From these definitions, it follows that Maabc and M
a
ab possess the symmetries
Maabc =M
a
a[bc] =M
a
[ab]c =M
a
[abc], M
a
ab = −M
a
ba. (88)
Furthermore, direct calculations show that the Yang-Mills zero-quantities satisfy the relations
∇aM
aa = −CabcA
baM ca +
1
2C
a
bcF
babM cab, (89a)
∇bMaab =M
a
a, (89b)
∇aM
a
bc
a = − 23∇[bM
a
c] −
2
3C
a
bcA
b
[bM
c
c] − C
a
bcA
baM cabc −
2
3C
a
bcA
baQcabc
− 23C
a
bcF
b
[b
aM cc]a. (89c)
Equation for Maab. Consider the expression 3∇[cM
a
ab]. Commuting covariant derivatives,
substituting expressions (86c), (86d) and exploiting the Jacobi identity for the structure constants,
the integrability condition is obtained:
3∇[cM
a
ab] = −M
a
abc − 3C
a
bcA
b
[aM
c
bc]. (90)
Applying ∇c to the last equation, a short calculation using equations (89a) and (89c) yields
Maab = 3C
a
bcA
bM cabc + 2C
a
bcA
bcQccab +
1
3RM
a
ab − 2dacbdM
acd − Cabcf
bM cab
− 2CabcF[a
cM cb]c + 2∇cM
a
ab
c − CabcA
bc∇cM
c
ab − 2C
a
bcM
c
c[a∇
cAbb]. (91)
Equation for Maa. Equation (89c) constitutes an integrability condition for the field M
a
a. A
suitable wave equation can be obtained by first applying∇c, commuting derivatives and observing
that ∇c∇aM
a
b
ac = ∇[c∇a]M
a
b
ac. Then, using definitions (86a)-(86d) along with (89a), (89b),
(90), the Jacobi identity, and an appropriate substitution of (87), a long but straightforward
computation results in:
Mab = 2LbaM
aa + 16RM
a
b + 2F
c
baC
a
bcM
ba − fb(x)CabcM
c
b −A
baAcaC
a
beC
e
cdM
d
b
− 32F
bacCabcM
c
bac + 3A
baAccCabdC
d
ceM
e
bac + 2A
baAccCabdC
d
ceQ
e
cba
− 32C
a
bcM
c
bacM
bac + 2F bab
cCabcM
c
ac − 2C
a
bcQ
ba
b
cM cac
+ F cb
cAbaCacdC
d
beM
e
ac − 2A
baCabc∇aM
c
b + 2A
baCabc∇cQ
c
ab
c
− 3CabcM
c
bac∇
cAba + 2CabcQ
c
abc∇
cAba. (92)
Equation for Maabc. In a similar fashion to the approach adopted for the electromagnetic
zero-quantity Mabc, and in order to simplify the calculations, we introduce the Hodge dual of
Maabc:
M∗aa ≡ C
a
bcF
∗c
baA
bb +∇bF ∗aba =
1
2ǫa
bcdMabcd. (93)
Here, the second equality has been obtained with help of (80) and (86c). With this expression
we compute the divergence of M∗aa. Making use of (86b) and the Jacobi identity, a calculation
yields
∇aM
∗aa = −CabeC
e
cdF
∗d
abA
baAcb − CabeA
baM∗ca + C
a
beF
∗c
ab∇
bAba
= −CabeA
baM∗ca −
1
4C
a
beǫab
cdF babM ccd.
In terms of non-dual objects this takes the form of an integrability condition:
ǫabcd∇dM
a
abc = C
a
bcǫ
abcdAbaM
c
bcd +
1
2C
a
bcǫ
abcdF babM
c
cd
⇐⇒ 4∇[aM
a
bcd] = 4C
a
bcA[aM
a
bcd] + 2C
a
bcF
b
[abM
c
cd]. (94)
Then, a suitable wave equation can be obtained applying∇d and commuting derivatives. After
a long calculation in which definitions (86a)-(86d), equations (87)-(90) and the Jacobi identity
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are employed, one finds that
Maabc =
1
2RM
a
abc −A
bdAcdC
a
bdC
d
ceM
e
abc − C
a
bcf
b(x)M cabc − 2A
bdCabc∇dM
c
abc
− 6Ξd[a
d
b
eMac]de − 6L[a
dMabc]d + 2F
bd
[abC
a
|bc|M
c
c]d − 6F
b
[a
dCa|bc|M
c
bc]d
− 2AbdCabc∇[aQ
c
|d|bc] + 2C
a
bcQ
bd
[ab∇c]A
c
d − 2C
a
bcQ
bd
[abM
c
c]d
+ F b[abA
cdCa|bdC
d
ce|M
e
c]d − 2A
b
[aA
cdCa|bdC
d
ceQ
e
d|bc]. (95)
Equation for Qaabc. Similar to the case for the Maxwell field, a wave equation for Q
a
abc can
be obtained by directly applying the  operator to its definition. Since the identity used in the
deduction of equation (76) has the same form for the Yang-Mills strength field, an analogous
procedure can be followed. A long computation gives:
Qaabc = 6La
dMabcd +
1
2RQ
a
abc + 4La
dQadbc − f
b(x)CabcQ
c
abc − 2F
b
a
dCabcQ
c
dbc
−AbdAcdC
a
bdC
d
ceQ
e
abc + 2A
b
aA
cdCabdC
d
ceQ
e
dbc + F
c
bcA
bdCacdC
d
beM
e
ad
− 2F cbcA
bdCabdC
d
ceM
e
ad + 2C
a
bcQ
c
dbc∇aA
bd + 4AbdCabc∇[aQ
c
d]bc
+ 2CabcM
b
a
d∇dF
c
bc + 4ΞF
a
[b
dΛc]ad + 4ΞF
a
[b
dΛ|a|c]d − 2Ξd[b
d
c]
eQaade
+ 4Ξda
d
[b
eQa|d|c]e + 4La[bM
a
c] + 4L[b
dQa|da|c] + ΞF
adeΛ[b|dega|c]
+ 4F b[b
dCa|bcQ
c
a|c]d + 4L
dega[bQ
a
|d|c]e. (96)
8.3.4 Propagation of the gauge
In this subsection we show the consistency of the introduction of the gauge source functions
fa(x) into the analysis of the propagation of the constraints for the Yang-Mills potential. For
this purpose we introduce the zero-quantity P a defined as:
P a ≡ ∇aAaa − f
a(x). (97)
The computation of a wave equation for this field is straightforward: first, a short calculation
employing equations (84), (86a), (86b) and (89b) gives
∇aP
a = −AbbC
a
bcP
c −Mab +∇aM
a
b
a.
From here, application of a further covariant derivative results directly in
P a = −fbCabcP
c +AbaCabcM
c
a −
1
2F
babCabcM
c
ab −A
bbCabc∇bP
c. (98)
Remark 28. Geometric wave equations (91), (92), (95), (96) and (98) are homogeneous in
Maa, M
a
ab, M
a
abc, Q
a
abc, P
a, Λabc and their first covariant derivatives. Thus, if these fields
vanish on an initial hypersurface S⋆, it can be guaranteed that there exists a unique solution on
a small enough slab of S⋆ and this solution is the trivial one.
8.3.5 Summary
The previous discussion about the Yang-Mills field coupled to the conformal Einstein field equa-
tions leads to the following statement:
Proposition 6. The system of wave equations (34a)-(34e) with energy-momentum tensor given
by (79) coupled to wave equations (83), (84) and (85) written in terms of the operator  is a
proper quasilinear system of wave equations for the Einstein-Yang-Mills system.
9 Applications
The purpose of this section is to provide a direct application of the analysis of the evolution
systems and subsidiary equations associated to the conformal Einstein field equations coupled
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to tracefree matter. Arguably, the simplest applications of our analysis to a problem of global
nature is that of the existence and stability of de-Sitter like spacetimes. The original stability
result of this type, for vacuum perturbations, was carried in [8]. For the sake of conciseness of
the presentation and given that the key technical details have been discussed in the literature —
see e.g. [18], Chapter 15 — here we pursue a high-level presentation in the spirit of [11].
In order to present the result, it is recalled that one of the key features of the conformal
Einstein field equations is that they are regular up to the conformal boundary. This property
is also satisfied by the conformally invariant scalar field equation, the Maxwell equations and
the Yang-Mills equations. Thus, they admit initial data prescribed on spacelike hypersurfaces
describing the conformal boundary of spacetime. In an analogous way to the Einstein field
equations, the metric conformal Einstein field equations admit a 3+1 decomposition with respect
to a foliation of spacelike hypersurfaces. The equations in this decomposition which are intrinsic
to the spacelike hypersurfaces are known as the conformal Einstein constraint equations — see
e.g. [18], Chapter 11. When evaluated on a spacelike hypersurface representing the conformal
boundary of a de Sitter-like spacetime, these equations simplify considerably and a procedure to
construct the solutions to these equations is available — see [18], Proposition 11.1 for the vacuum
case; this result can be generalised to include tracefree matter models. From the geometric side,
the freely specifiable data in this construction are given by the intrinsic metric of the conformal
boundary and a TT-tensor prescribing the electric part of the rescaled Weyl tensor. The initial
data obtained by this type of construction will be known as asymptotic de Sitter-like initial
data. The component of the conformal boundary where the asymptotic de Sitter-like data are
prescribed can be either the future or the past one. In the following, for convenience, we restrict
the discussion to the case of the past component of the conformal boundary.
For asymptotic initial data sets of the type described in the previous paragraph one has the
following result:
Theorem 1. Consider (past) asymptotic de-Sitter initial data for the Einstein field equations
with positive Cosmological constant coupled to any of the following matter models:
(i) the conformally invariant scalar field,
(ii) the Maxwell field,
(iii) the Yang-Mills field.
Then one has that:
(a) The initial data determine a unique, maximal, globally hyperbolic solution to the Einstein
field equations which admits a smooth de Sitter-like conformal future extension.
(b) The set of initial data sets leading to developments which admit smooth conformal extensions
to both the future and past is an open set (in the appropriate Sobolev norm) of the set of
asymptotic initial data.
Proof. We only provide a sketch of the proof as the strategy is similar to the one followed in the
proof of the stability of the Milne spacetime in [12]. A version of the proof which uses first order
symmetric hyperbolic systems can be found in [18], Chapter 15.
The first main observation is that the conformal representation of the (vacuum) de Sitter
spacetime in terms of the embedding into the Einstein cylinder gives rise to a solution to the
conformal Einstein field equations. Coordinates (x) = (t, x) can be chosen so that the two
components of the conformal boundary are located at t = ± 12π. For this representation the Ricci
scalar takes the value −6 and the conformal factor is given by Ξ˚ = cos t. In the following we
denote by u˚ this solution to the conformal equations and by u˚⋆ its restriction to the hypersurface
t = − 12π which corresponds to the past conformal boundary I
−. We will look for solutions to
the conformal evolution equations of the form u = u˚+ u˘ with initial data given by u⋆ = u˚⋆+ u˘⋆.
The fields u˘ and u˘⋆ describe the (non-linear) perturbations. Substituting this form of the solution
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into the evolution equations one obtains a system of quasilinear equations for the components of
u˘ which can be schematically written as
(˚
gµν(x) + g˘µν(x; u˘)
)
∂µ∂νu˘ = F (x; u˘, ∂u˘). (99)
In the above expression g˚µν denote the components of the contravariant metric on the Einstein
cylinder. The above equation is in the form for which the local existence and Cauchy stability
theory of quasilinear wave equations as given in, say, [13] applies. Initial data for the system (99)
are of the form (u˘⋆, ∂tu˘⋆). The size of the initial data is encoded in the expression
‖ (u˘⋆, ∂tu˘⋆) ‖S3,m≡‖ u˘⋆ ‖S3,m + ‖ ∂tu˘⋆ ‖S3,m
where ‖ ‖S3,m denotes the standard Sobolev norm of order m ≥ 4 on a manifold which is
topologically S3. If the initial data (u˘⋆, ∂tu˘⋆) are sufficiently small then the contravariant metric
on I − given by g˚µν(x⋆)+ g˘
µν(x⋆; u˘⋆) is Lorentzian — this property is preserved in the evolution.
Now, the background solution u˚ is well-defined and smooth on the whole of the Einstein cylinder;
in particular, up to t = π for which one has that Ξ˚|t=π = −1. It follows from the Cauchy stability
statements in [13] that if ‖ (u˘⋆, ∂tu˘⋆) ‖S3,m is sufficiently small then the solution will exists up to
t = π. By restricting, if necessary, the size of the data one has that
Ξ|t=π = −1 + Ξ˘t=π < 0.
From the above observation it can be argued that the function Ξ = Ξ˚ + Ξ˘ over the Einstein
cylinder becomes zero on a spacelike hypersurface which lies between the times t = 0 and t = π.
This hypersurface corresponds to the future conformal boundary (I +) arising from the data
(u˘⋆, ∂tu˘⋆) on I
−.
Once the existence of a global solution to the evolution system has been established, one
makes use of the uniqueness of solutions to systems of quasilinear wave equations to prove the
propagation of the constraints. To this end one observes that if the initial data satisfies the
conformal constraints at the past conformal boundary I −, then a calculation shows that the
zero-quantities and their normal derivatives also vanish on I −. As the subsidiary evolution
system is homogeneous in the zero-quantities, it follows that its unique solution must be the
trivial (i.e. vanishing) one. Thus, one has obtained a global solution to the conformal Einstein
field equations. From the general theory of the conformal Einstein field equations — see e.g.
Proposition 8.1 in Chapter 8 of [18] — this solution implies, in turn, a solution to the Einstein
field equations with positive Cosmological constant having de Sitter-like asymptotics.
Remark 29. The above theorem is a global stability result for the de Sitter spacetime under
perturbations involving a conformally invariant scalar field, a Maxwell field or a Yang-Mills field
as (trivially) the de Sitter spacetime can be constructed from asymptotic initial data. Thus, for
a suitably small neighbourhood of asymptotic de Sitter data, all data in the neighbourhood give
rise to global solutions.
Remark 30. The cases (ii) and (iii) — the Maxwell and Yang-Mills fields, have been studied
using first order symmetric hyperbolic systems in [9]. However, the case (i) — the conformally
invariant scalar field — has, hitherto, not been considered in the literature.
Remark 31. The theory in [13] is the analogue for systems wave equations of the theory for
symmetric hyperbolic systems developed in [14]. A version of the key existence and Cauchy
stability result in [13] given in the form used in Theorem 1 can be found in the Appendix of [12].
10 Concluding remarks
The global existence and stability result presented in Theorem 1 is the simplest application of the
analysis of the second order conformal evolution equations developed in this article. A further
application is to the construction of anti-de Sitter-like spacetimes with tracefree matter models
following the strategy implemented in [3] — this construction will be presented elsewhere [2]. The
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theory developed in this article should also allow to obtain matter generalisation of the existence
results for characteristic initial value problems considered in [6].
More crucially, the analysis in this article should also pave the road for numerical simulations
of spacetimes with tracefree matter in the conformal setting. The use of the metric conformal
Einstein equations in conjunction with a coordinate gauge prescribed in terms of generalised wave
condition provides a formulation of the evolution equations for the conformal fields which can be
regarded as a (unphysical) reduced Einstein equation with (unphysical) matter described by the
conformal factor, Friedrich scalar, Schouten tensor and the rescaled Weyl tensor. Viewed in this
way, one can readily adapt the plethora of numerical know-how that has been developed in the
numerical simulations of the Einstein field equations. A further discussion of this idea can be
found in [10].
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